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About This Game

An ordinary guy forced to defend the world from an alien invasion of infectious zombies. A point-and-click adventure with
beautiful pixel art and bombastic retro sound.

The Gameplay

Gameplay is similar to old games like Maniac Mansion, Zac McKraken, Beneath A Steel Sky and Monkey Island, but the game
has a unique interface. Unlike most other point-and-click adventures the player actually holds the current item in his hand. Even

the new TouchBar on the MacBook Pro is supported (optional).

The Graphics

All handcrafted pixel art.

The Music

All game music only uses original Commodore C64 SID chip sounds, but polyphonic and with professional effects. The main
theme of the Paul Pixel game was composed by the Pixel Lover Orchestra and is called "They Want To Get Us". Other chiptune

highlights are "The Awakening" by the underground duo Retro Arcade Boys and "The Giant Meteor" by 8-Bit Factory.

The Story
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An average guy called Paul Pixel discovers that the part of the city where he lives was put in quarantine. Apparently there has
been a zombie outbreak. He needs to get out...

Of course, a short time later he needs to save the whole earth from this zombie apocalypse.

Playtime: 2.5 - 3 hours
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This game had potential but after buying it me and my buddy who also baught the game cant connect to each other to play
together, total waste like this. While the game supports 4K resolution, the developer never tested it, the common
"undersampling" of the screen area means you can only move the mouse in the top left hand corner. This makes the game menus
impossible to negotiate - basically the game is unplayable.. It's like an Italian giallo with porn. I love it!. A bit dissapointing that
you can't play extra mode right away.

But still, a remake of one of my favorite games? That I can have in my Steam library? Yes please!

P.S. There is no separate no-save-run ending for extra mode. Viola simply closes the last diary without even reading it.. After
installing game could not get graphics right,green and fuzzy. Brqand new computer with windows ten.Help!. Never Trusting
curators again :( But I heard the game is better maybe i'll give a try.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_tWC5qtfby4. This DLC is free and it's a must-play. That is to say, you have to play at
least the first few minutes of this DLC if you want the end of the main game to make ANY sense at all. Also, you have
to play through the entire DLC if you want to wrap up the one striking loose end that was left at the end of the main
game (you know, that one family member who got away?).

Gameplay is pretty much the same as the main game. They added a few extra elements for the sake of adding a few
extra elements, like you need to find a filter for your gas mask before you can survive certain contaminated areas, you
need to find a night vision device in order to survive some pitch dark areas, and you need to find some special ammo in
order to be able to kill an otherwise unkillable new type of molded.

This DLC also brings some of the established Resident Evil lore to Resident Evil 7. For starters, you play as Chris
Redfield, a character from the very first Resident Evil game and one of the main characters of the Resident Evil
universe. Also, you'll find out why the devil he was dropped off by an Umbrella chopper at the end of the main game.
Names like Umbrella get thrown around, and even Wesker, albeit as a nickname for a series of weapons.

If you finished the main game, that means you must have liked it or you wouldn't have seen it all the way through, so
you should definitely play this free DLC, too. If not for the wrap-up of the story of the main game at the end of the
DLC, at least in order to explain the ending of the main game, which made no sense at all if you're familiar with the
lore of the Resident Evil universe.

Completing the DLC takes about an hour or two, depending on the difficulty mode you select and on how quickly you
intend to rush through it rather than take your time.

The boss fight at the end is fun. It's not overly challenging, but still, it was exciting enough to get the adrenaline
pumping for a minute or two, so if nothing else, that alone was worth playing the DLC.. unique. i like it!. it's realy a
interesting game, the game screen fine, the rules are very simple, but i must to say that the tuneless music painfully
affects my ear.. Basically what the store page says. Nice little point and click, and humorous to boot. If you love the
traditional-style point and click adventures, play this today!. i personally do not like this game, but you very well may
like it.
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